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no special awkward microphones and no physical modifications. our solution is
a pure software solution that works on each of your guitars, not just one.it

integrates seamlessly into your digital audio workstation and can handle old
recordings as well as play them live. the worlds first real-time polyphonic audio

tracker. it follows finger playing and complex chords as well as monophonic
leads. it records hammers, tears, slips, and turns and handles different pickups,
intonations, and fret sounds.it follows finger plays and complex chords as well

as monophonic parts.it records finger plays and complex chords as well as
monophonic parts. it records finger plays and complex chords as well as

monophonic parts.it also follows finger plays and complex chords as well as
monophonic leads.it has the ability to record finger plays and complex chords

as well as monophonic parts. jam origin midi guitar + keysour solution is a pure
software solution that works on each of your guitars, not just one.it can be

easily integrated into your digital audio workstation and can handle old
recordings as well as play them live. the worlds first real-time polyphonic sound
tracker. it records complex finger and chord plays as well as monophonic parts.
it recognizes hammers, tears, slips and turns, and easily processes a variety of

pickups, intonations, and fret sounds. we use cookies to personalise content
and ads, to provide social media features and to analyse our traffic. we also

share information about your use of our site with our social media, advertising
and analytics partners. more info.
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